Patterns that include sizing for 14" Kish Chysalis girls:
#30 Play Day
#33 Silk Road
#36 Straight A's
#37 Simply Summer.
The #27 Cloak for MSD can be used for 14" Kish by shortening the length.
Other MSD patterns for immature torso girls can be adjusted to fit as well.
Here are a few guidelines:
Adjusting #42 Planet Luxe For 14" Kish:
1. Shoes - reduce 10%
2. Fancy Bloomers - shorten 1" in length. Make waistband shorter to fit (about 1/2")
3. T-Shirt - shorten the length of the top 3/4" (sleeve length is fine)
4. Dress and Overdress actually looks rather pretty long…nostalgic or romantic. To make
the length correspond to the scale of the MSD pattern, shorten the length of the skirts
about 1".
5. Jacket is fine.
Adjusting #28 Dim Sum Duo for 14" Kish:
1. Select the Capri pattern pieces that are sized for Goodreau (and AoD/DZ boys)
Trim off 1" from the hem edge of the Capris
2. Select the Girls Jacket pattern pieces
Trim off 1/4" from the hem edge of the Jacket
Trim off 7/8 from the hem edge of the Jacket Sleeve
3. Select the Girls Dress pattern pieces
Trim off 7/8 from the hem edge of the Dress
Adjusting the #13 Mini Wardrobe for 14” Kish:
1. Jacket – shorten sleeves a generous 3/8”
2. Pleated skirt – use Crinoline Yoke, add 1/6” to center back
(I would not recommend using the dipped-front yoke, as it sits below her tummy – not
flattering!)
Shorten the length if desired
3. Top – fits as is, though it accentuates her tummy – in this case, it looks rather adorable,
while the dipped skirt yoke was unflattering. If you straighten out the lower edge of the
bodice front, the top would related better to the straight edge of the yoke.
4. Dress – Shorten the length of the bodice by trimming off ¼” along lower edge of
bodice.
Shorten the sleeves ½”. Remove this length at the “straight” part of the sleeve, leaving
the bell shape at the hem edge
Shorten the length of the skirt and crinoline as desired (MSD size is calf-length on Lark)
Adjusting #17 Pants for MSD for 14” Kish:
1. Use Goodreau size Skinny pants – shorten legs 2”. The upper edge of the front sits a
bit below her navel and looks adorable. If you would like the pants to sit a bit higher,

add 1/8” to the upper edge at the center front and taper towad the side seam.
2. The Flares sit too low (below her tummy). I would recommend using the upper part of
the Skinny pants with the flare legs. Shorten the legs by removing at least 2” from
“straight” part of the leg, leaving the flared shape at the hem edge. you may want to make
one experimental pair from scrap fabric and make the length adjustments while your doll
is wearing her shoes or boots.
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